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NOTES 
(1) Bollworm Moth Counts did fall off pretty signi¦cantly. there are worms in the ¦elds. Pressure in the soybeans I’ve walked 
have been low. Highest counts are along edges were canopy isn’t fully developed .Average last week was 2-4 worms per 100 
sweeps. 

(2) Make sure took look in Am or late evening. Hearing in places rice stink bug are §ushing back into mature rice near 60% hard 
dough. If you have questions on maturity just call or send a picture. 

(3) Still not see a large §ush of stink bugs in the ¦elds I am walking if you seeing something let us know so we can share. 
Averaged 2 per 100 sweeps in soybeans last week. I could ¦nd pockets of pressure but not county wide. In one area I did 
average 8 per 25 sweeps . 

Jackson County Crop Report Observations 

DETAILS INSECT WEED OTHER 

Farm 

Jackson County 

Field 

Jackson County Crop 

Report 

Sizes 

1.32 acres 

Bollworms 

Low 

European 

Corn Borers 

Southwestern 

Corn Borer 

Billbugs 

Rice Stink 

Bugs 

Moderate 

Stink Bugs 

Low 

Disease 

Target Spot-

Light Pressure 

in R4/5 

soybeans not 

anything 

really blowing 

up in the 

elds I scout. 

Weeds Corn 

Most if not all corn should 

be at or near black layer 

after the rain we had we 

should be able to stop 

irrigation. If you’re at 50% 

starch line with row water 

75% with pivot plus 

adequate moisture 

Rice 

Rice is headed out. Stink 

bug pressure has been low 

to moderate. Have heard of 

a few consider spraying 

again. 60% hard dough for 

insecticide termination 

Soybeans 

Crops looks good this year 

most all soybeans minus 

wheat beans are at canopy. 
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Cotton 

Near calendar cutout. Inux 

of plant bugs near tree lines 

and Soybeans. Most cotton 

is at or near NAWF 5. 


